KEEPING IN TOUCH

SHERWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL

YEAR 4 REMOTE LEARNING PLAN
Monday 4th May – Friday 8th May 2020
KEY VOCABULARY
particles

a particle is a
portion of matter

melt

make or become
liquefied by heat

SCIENCE FOCUS
small

heat

the quality of being hot;
high temperature

freeze

turn or be turned into ice
or another solid as a
result of extreme cold

verse

chorus

bridge

in music, a verse is a
section of a song that's
often followed by a
chorus
a part of a song which is
repeated after each
verse
in music, a bridge is a
contrasting section that
prepares for the return of
the original material
section

States of Matter
Continue researching and finding out about
the three state of matter Solids, liquids and
gases.
Watch the video clip about the behaviour
of particles as solids, liquids and gases.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zpbvr8
2
Then, complete the table titled ‘Solid, liquid
or gas particle properties.’
The table can be drawn in your remote
learning book.

MUSIC FOCUS
This week’s activity has a music focus. Log
into Yumu using the link and login details
below (it’s Charanga for pupils). Find Year 4
and click on the ‘Blackbird’ icon – ‘Launch
music at home’. Choose some of the songs
to listen to (or more if you like!) and complete
the task ‘learn to sing the song’. It would be
great to see a clip of you singing the
‘Blackbird’ song.

If you have any questions or queries regarding
remote learning tasks, please contact your child’s
class teacher through the email address below.
We invite you to submit photographs of your
children’s experiences and photographs of
completed paper based tasks to:

year4@sherwood.lancs.sch.uk

SPELLING/PHONICS FOCUS
prefix -dis
prefix –in
prefix -il
prefix -im

disappoint, disagree, disobey
inactive, incorrect, invisible
illegal, illegible, illiterate
immature, immortal, impatient,
impossible, imperfect

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/11/4More-prefixes-1-of-3

KEY MENTAL MATHS SKILLS TO
REHEARSE ORALLY
Multiplication and division facts up to 12x12

http://charanga.com/site/

Times table check:
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/reso
urce/477/Multiplication-Tables-Check

Use the student login:
Username:Sherwoodmusic
Password:Funkybeat1

Hit the button:
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/mathsgames/hit-the-button

In addition to this Remote Learning Overview, Core Learning Tasks for English and Mathematics will be uploaded to our Remote Learning page on Tuesday and
Thursday each week. Thank you for your support.

